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INTRODUCTION 
THE PURPOSE of this paper is to establish a residue formula relating some characteristic 
classes of G-vector bundles ~: (for G a torus) to local invariants at the fixed point set 
of the action of G on the base of ~. 
I have prefered to talk about toral actions and fixed point sets, instead of 
infinitesimal isometries and zero sets, because the toral action approach suits better 
the topological nature of the problem. Both approaches are equivalent in the compact 
case. 
Let M be a compact oriented n-dimensional manifold, X a vector field on M and 
A = {Xl . . . . .  xr} the zero set of X, where xj . . . . .  Xr are points in M. One has then the 
classical residue formula of Hopf: 
fM X = ~ indexx~X 
i=1 
where X E H"(M)  is the Euler class of M and index xX are the indices of X at the 
zeros Xl, • • •, Xr. 
More generally we can consider the case that the set A consists of a finite number 
of disjoint oriented closed submanifolds Fj . . . . .  Fr of M and think of a residue 
formula as a formula of the form 
Ot i = I ~ i ,  
where a c H"(M)  should arise out  of global considerations, while ai E H"~(F~) (ni = 
dimension of F/) are computed from local data at the F~. 
A residue formula of this nature is provided by Baum and Cheeger (see [l], 
Theorem C). The situation that they consider appears when one has a vector bundle ~: 
over an n-dimensional compact oriented manifold M acted on by a torus G. In this 
case A C M is the fixed point set of the torus and a ~ H"(M)  is a characteristic class 
of the vector bundle. The classes ai depend only on: (i) the action of the torus in the 
normal bundle of each F~ in M, (ii) the action of the torus in ~:[F~ (iii) the characteristic 
classes of these bundles. 
A similar residue formula in the complex case is provided by Bott (see [2], Theorem 1). 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the idea of Baum and Cheeger to obtain 
residue formulae for lower dimensional characteristic classes of ~:. 
To see what a residue formula should be in this case, we first consider the case of 
[1] and rewrite the formula (*). Let Da E Ho(M) and Dai E H0(F/) be the Poincar6 
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duals of ~, ai. Then (*) can be rewritten as 
Do~ = ~, (ji),(Dai) 
i=1  
where j~: 17i ~ M is the inclusion. 
If 
/3 = ~, Dai ~ Ho( A ), 
i=1  
then we have 
Da = j,(/3) 
where j: A ~ M is the inclusion. Thus if A is any closed set of M, it is reasonable to 
define a residue formula at A to be a formula of the form Da =j,( /3),  where 
a ~ HP(M) is a cohomology class arising from global considerations and/3 E H,_p(A) 
is a homology class constructed from data at A. 
In the general case we wish to consider, a is a characteristic class of degree p of a 
l r  
G-vector  bundle ~: N ~ M, G is a torus of dimension r, dim M = n and 
A = {x E Mldim Gx >>- t}, where Gx denotes the isotropy subgroup at x of the action of 
G on M. Observe that for t = r, A = F~ (fixed point set of G), but in general the 
connected components of A are not submanifolds of M. 
It is natural to ask the following questions: 
(1) In which cases Da E Im j , ?  
(2) Supposed that Da E Imj , .  How to construct an explicit representative z of 
/3 E H,_p(A) such that j,/3 = Da? The formula giving such a z should express z in 
terms of the "G-bundle SClA '' and the "G-normal  bundle of A in M".  
To answer the first question we prove the following theorem (Theorem 16) 
following ideas of Bott [3] (J.S. Pasternack obtained this result for the tangent bundle 
as a corollary of a more general theorem on Riemannian foliations[8], Corollary 2): 
If 
A = {x @ Mldim Gx >i r+p-  n}, then Da C Imj , .  
Of course this theorem is interesting only when p > n - r ,  because if p ~ n -  r, 
A=M.  
The proof of this theorem is contained in §1. 
We answer the second question only in the general case where A is still a disjoint 
union of closed submanifolds. I also have found a residue formula for a particular 
case where A is not a union of disjoint submanifolds, which I hope to publish soon 
elsewhere. 
Let rn be the maximum dimension of the isotropy subgroups Gx for all x E M. 
According to theorem above, we have a =0 if p >n- r  +re. We study in 
this paper the case of p = n - r + m where A = {x ~ Mldim Gx = m}. 
Let T~ . . . . .  T~ be the subtori of G appearing as l -components of isotropy 
subgroups of the action of G on M, with dim Ti = m. 
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We have 
A=FT, U'''UFTv F~,nFr~=O i f j#k ,  
where Fr, denotes the fixed point set of the action of T~ on M. 
Denote by F ,  . . . . .  F~ti the connected components of Fri. It is well known that 
they are closed orientable submanifolds of M of even codimension. Set codim F~ i = 
2mii. Choose an orientation on each F~ and orient the normal bundle of F~ in M in the 
usual compatible way. 
Our main theorem (Theorem 21) can be stated now as follows: 
where/3ij ~ Hp-2mij(Fij) is given explicitly in terms of the characteristic classes of ~]~j, 
the characteristic classes of the normal bundle of F~j in M and the action of G on 
these bundles. 
The precise statement of the above residue formula is contained in §2. In fact we 
prove a more general theorem for manifolds not necessarily compact. 
Section 3 contains a generalization of the Chern-Weil homomorphism which 
allows us to express our residue formula in a more adequate form for using 
differential geometrical methods in its proof. 
Section 4 contains the proof of our main theorem. 
If m = r, A = Fo, p = 2q = n the above theorem can be written as 
which is the formula obtained by Baum and Cheeger (see [1], Theorem C). 
§1. ACTIONS OF LIE GROUPS ON VECTOR BUNDLES 
In this section G denotes a Lie group (with Lie algebra denoted by E) acting 
I r  
smoothly from the left on a real vector bundle ~: N > M. 
We need to set up some notations and recall a few facts about actions of Lie 
groups on vector bundles. 
(1) Definition (see [6], Chap. 3, p. 121). If G acts smoothly on a manifold X, then 
we define the fundamental vector field Zh generated by h E E by Zh(x)= (dAx),(h), 
where Ax: G~X is given by A~(a)= ax. 
In our case we also define Xh = --Zh. 
(2) Definition. If o- is a cross section of ~ and a ~ G, we define a.tr as the cross 
section of ~: given by (a.tr)(x) = a.tr(a-J.x) for x E M. 
(3) Definition. If tr is a cross section of ~: and h E E, we define O(h)tr as the cross 
section of ~ given by 
d I (O(h)tr)(x) = d-~ ((expth).tr)(x) ,=0' x E M. 
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Observe that we obtain a real linear map 0(h): Sec ~Sec  ~, where Sec ~ are the 
sections of ~, but is not in general S(M)-linear (S(M) denotes the smooth functions on 
M). 
The following properties of 0 are easy to prove: 
(4) O(h)(f.o~) = Xhf.~r +fiO(h)o~ for h @ E, f @ S(M), cr ~ Sec ~. 
(5) O([h, k]) = O(h)oO(k)- O(k)oO(h), h, k E E. 
(6) O(A d(a)h)(a.oQ = a.O(h)¢ for all a E G, h ~ E, or E Sec ~. 
(7) LEMMA. If ~ is a G-Riemannian vector bundle with Riemannian metric g, then 
g(O(h)¢, T) + g(o~, O(h)~) = Xh(g(tr, ~)) for o', ~- ~ Sec ~. 
Proof. Differentiate the relation g((expth)oQ(x), ((expth).r)(x)) =g(~r, 7)(exp-th.x) and 
set t = 0. 
(8) LEMMA. I f  V is a linear connection in ~ and G acts by connection preserving 
maps, then 
O(h)oVx-VxoO(h)=Vtx~,x , hEE ,  X~X(M)  
(X(M) denotes the vector fields on M). 
Proof. Differentiate the relation 
Vexpth.x(expth • or) = expth • Vxtr and set t = 0. 
(9) LEMMA. Let V be a G-linear connection in ~. Define S(h) E HomR(Sec ~, Sec ~) 
by S(h) = O(h)-  Vxh (h ~ E). 
Then, S(h) is S(M)-linear and hence can be regarded as a cross section of L~. 
Moreover V(S(h)) = i(Xh)R, where R is the curvature of V. 
Proof. If f E S(M) and or E Sec ~ we have 
S( h )(f.cr) = O( h )(f.~) - Vxh([.~r) = ( Xhf)or + [.O( h )tr - ( Xhf)o" --fVxh) 
in view of (4) and definition of linear connection. 
Hence 
S(h )(foQ = f.S(h )o~. 
We regard now S(h) as a cross section of L~ via the isomorphism 
Sec L~ ~ HomS(M)(Sec ~, Sec ~) (see [6; 7.7]). 
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Let X E X(M), ~ ~ Sec s ~, h E E. We have by definition 
Vx(S(h))(tr) = Vx(S(h)tr) - S(h)(Vx¢) = (Vx.O(h))~r - VxVxhcr 
-(O(h).Vx)cr + Vxh Vx¢. 
Using Lemma 8 we obtain 
Vx(S(h ))(o) = R(Xh, X)~r = (i(Xh)R)(X)(tr). 
(10) PROPOSITION. If ~ is a G-Riemannian vector bundle with a G-invariant Rie- 
mannian corfnection V and the action of G on M is almost free (i.e. the isotropy 
subgroups Gx are discrete, x E M). Then there exists a G-invariant Riemannian 
connection V such that Vxh = 0(h), for all h E E. 
Proof. Choose a G-Riemannian metric on M. Define M x E ~ ~M by ~(x, h) = 
Xh(X); this is an inclusion of M x E onto a G-stable subbundle ~" of zM, because the 
action is almost free (see [6; 3.11]). It satisfies ¢,(x, Ad(a)h)= a.~(x, h) (see [6; 3.10]). 
Write 1"ta = ~'(~ ~", then ~" is also G-stable. 
Define V by 
Vxh~r = 0(h)~r, h E E 
Vxo" = Vxtr, X E Sec ~". 
It follows from (4) that V is a linear connection and from (6) that V is G-invariant, 
(7) shows that V is Riemannian. 
(l l) COROLLARY. Under the hypothesis of (10) all the characteristic lasses of ~ of 
degree p vanish if p > n - r (n = dim M and r = dim G). 
Proof. Let V be the connection constructed on (10) and denote by R its curvature. 
Since V is G-invariant we deduce from Lemma (8) that i(Xh)R = 0 for all h ~ E. This 
implies obviously the result. 
(12) Remark. Observe that the Corollary ( l l )  gives necessary conditions for a 
manifold to admit almost free actions. 
If G is compact acting on £, then we can always endow £ with a G-Riemannian 
bundle metric and a G-Riemannian connection. Hence, if the action is almost free we 
can apply Proposition (10) and Corollary (l l) to conclude that all characteristic 
classes of £ of degree p > n - r vanish. 
(13) Example. If M 4~*1 is a compact manifold of dimension 4k + 1 such that the 
kth Pontrjagin class Pk(M 4k+~) ~ 0, then if a compact Lie group G acts almost freely 
on M, G must be of dimension 0 or 1. 
(14) PROPOSITION. Suppose that G is compact. Then the characteristic lasses of 
of degree p > n - r (n = dim M, r = dim G) can be represented by closed forms with 
support contained in any given open neighbourhood of F = {x E M I dim Gx ~> 1}. 
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Proof. G clearly restricts to an almost free action on M-F  and then we just apply 
Corollary (11) and a partition of unity. 
If G is a torus of dimension r and the action of G on M has a finite number of 
1-components of isotropy subgroups the Proposition (14) can be improved as 
follows: 
(15) PROPOSITION. The characteristic classes of ~ of degree p can be represented by 
closed forms with support contained in any given open neighbourhood of A = 
{x ~ MI dim Gx >I r+p-  n}. 
Of course, this proposition is trivial if p ~< n- r  so the interesting case is when 
p > n -  r and hence A C F. 
Proof. Observe that all the isotropy subgroups of points in M-A have dimensions 
less than r+p-n -1  and since by hypothesis there are only a finite number of 
1-components of these groups, we can choose a subtorus T of G with dim T = 
n -p  + 1 such that the action of T on M-A is almost free. Then we finish the proof 
by applying Proposition (14). 
Let ~:: N ~ M be a G-vector bundle, where G is a torus of dimension r and M 
is compact and oriented. 
Assume that a is a characteristic class of degree p >n- r ,  A = 
{x@MldimG~>~r+p-n} and j , :  H,_pA ~ H,_pM is the linear map induced, in 
singular homology with real coefficients, by the inclusion j: A ~ M. Then we have 
(16) THEOREM. There exists a homology class fl C H,_p(A) such that j,fl = Da, 
where D is the Poincard duality isomorphism. 
Proof. It is not difficult to show that there exists an open neighbourhood U of A in 
M such that the inclusion A G U induces an isomorphism in homology. Then we 
apply (15) and the commutativity of the diagram 
I-I~P(U) ~ HP(M) 
~D ~D 
H~_~(u) , Ho-AM). 
§2. A RESIDUE FORMULA 
In this section G denotes an r-dimensional torus with Lie algebra E acting 
smoothly from the left on a real vector bundle ~: N = ~ M, such that the action of G 
on M has only a finite number of 1-components of isotropy subgroups (this is the case 
for instance if dim H. (M;  R) is finite (see [7], Theorem 3). Set m = max dim Gx and 
x~M 
assume m >- 1. 
We also assume that M is oriented and dim M = n. Choose an r -  m dimensional 
subtorus K of G (with Lie algebra Er)  such that Kx is finite for all x E M. 
Assume that a is a characteristic class of ~ of degree p. If p > n - ( r -  m) then 
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a = 0 in view of (11). We suppose that p = 2q = n - ( r -m) .  Consider the set 
A ={x EMJ dim G~ >1 r+p-n}  ={x @M I dim G~ = m} 
A = Fr, U . . " U FT, and FT~ N Frj = O if i # j 
Tz . . . . .  T~ are the subtori of G appearing as 1-components of isotropy subgroups 
of the action of G on M, with dim T~ = m, and Fr~ denotes the fixed point set of the 
restricted action of T~ on M. 
Denotes by F,,z . . . . .  F~,~ the connected components of Fro 
Choose G-tubular neighbourhoods 
Pit: Uif----~Fij ( i=1  . . . . .  s; j= l  . . . . .  ti) 
of F~j in M, such that ~j A Urj, = ~I if (i, j) # (i', j'). 
Manifolds F 0 are orientable (see [4], Theorem 2.1). Choose orientations on each F~j 
and orient the bundle Pit: U~i ~ F~ such that the orientation on U~ induced by the 
one on M is the local product orientation of those of F~j and pi~: U~j-----~ F 0 (see [5], 
§7.6) for the definition of the local product orientation). 
Then we have an isomorphism 
G H/(U,j)--~_ @ H~-~,(F,j) 
I , I  I , I  
where 2mij = rank of the normal bundle of F,./in M and H~ P denotes the cohomology 
with fibre compact carrier with respect o the bundle pij: Uo-----~ F~j. 
Composing the inverse of f# with the canonical map 
.G. H / (U~)  , HP(M)  
t , l  
we obtain a linear map 
(17) @ HP-2m~ffF/) ' He(M)  
t . l  
and it is easy to see that ip is independent of the choice of Uii. 
In the particular case of M being also compact we have the following commutative 
diagram 
@He-2miffF0 ) ip > He(M)  
(18)  ~ 
i, 
(~H, , _p(~)  = Hn-p(A) ' Hn_p(M) 
l, ] 
where the vertical maps are Poincar6 duality isomorphisms and i ,  is induced by the 
inclusion i: A ~ M. Denote by Eri the Lie algebra of T~ (i = 1 . . . . .  s). 
We have 
ET iNEK=O ( i=1  . . . . .  s). 
Choose h0 E E such that expth0 is dense in G. 
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We clearly have 
dim(EK + (h0)) M Er~ = 1 ( i = 1 . . . . .  s) 
where (h0) denotes the one dimensional subspace of E generated by h0. Choose 
hi ~ Er~ such that (Er  + (h0)) N E~ = (hi). Then exp thi is dense in Ti. 
Consider the action of T~ in ~is = ~[F~j and r/is (normal bundle of F,7 in M). These 
actions restrict to linear representations q~ij(x)(resp. ~is(x)) in the fibres of ~0 (resp. 
r/it), since T~ acts trivially on F~ s. 
Set Ois(hi)(x) = cb'is(x)(hi) 
Lij(hi)(x) = ~'is(x)(hi) 
where ~s(x)(resp. ~'is(x)) is the derivative of the representation ~is(x) (resp. ~is(x)). 
If cr is a smooth cross section of ~i~ we clearly have 
c i  
Ois(hi)(cr(x)) = ~tt ((exp thi).cr)(x) x E F/s. 
t=O ~ 
Thus Oii(hi) agrees with the definition given in (3). 
In view of (4), Ois(hi) is a smooth cross section of ~0 because Xh~ = 0, since the 
action of Ti on Fis is trivial. 
Similarly Lis(hi) is a smooth cross section of r/o. 
(19) Lii(hi)(x) is an isomorphism for all x ~ Fii. In fact, assume that Lij(hi)(x)(z) = 0 
for z in the normal fibre at x and consider the curve c~(t)=expthi.z. We have 
a' ( t )=expth i .L is (h i ) (x) (z)  =0 for all t E R. Thus expthi.z = z for all t E R and so 
az = z for all a E T~ (since expthi is dense in T~). If we think now of z as a point in the 
tubular neighbourhood Uij, we deduce that z E Fis (since z is left fixed by Ti). 
Therefore z = 0x. 
Choose next a T,--invariant Riemannian metric (,) and a T~-invariant Riemannian 
connection V in ~is(resp. r/is)- This can be done since T~ is compact. 
(20) We deduce from Lemmas (7) and (9) that Ois(hi) (resp. Lo(hi)) is a parallel 
cross section in the bundle Sk~ i (resp. Sk~ i) of the skew symmetric endomorphisms. 
Thus Ois(hi) ~ (resp. Lo(hi) ~) diagonalizes and all its eigenvalues are non positive and 
constant. 
Remark.  The above eigenvalues were called "skeigenvalues" by Baum-Cheeger in
[11. 
2 2 Let ais! . . . . .  aijd~ be positive real numbers such that -4¢r aOk (k = 1 . . . . .  dis) are 
the non-zero eigenvalues of Ois(hi) ~. 
We have a direct sum decomposition 
d/j 
~ij = ® ~isk 
k=0 
where /JiSk (k = 1 . . . . .  do) is the subbundle of ~ij having as fibre over x ~ F~ s the 
eigenvector space corresponding to the eigenvalue -47r2a~k and ~is0 = Ker Ois(hi). 
Let bls~ . . . . .  bis,~i; r/isk(k = 1 . . . . .  ris) be the corresponding objets for r/is. 
The automorphisms (1/2¢raisk)" Ois(hi) in ~iSk (k = 1 . . . . .  dis), (1/27rbisk)" Lit(hi) in r/is~ 
(k = 1 . . . . .  ri s) define complex structures in ~iSk, r/iSk. Use these complex structures to 
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orient the bundles ~j~ (k = 1 . . . . .  dij), ~7~jk (k = 1 . . . . .  rij) in the usual way. Endow 
dij ri i 
&j~ and rlq = ~ ~iik with the direct sum orientation, and if ~iio # O, orient s~i0 such 
k=l = 
that the or ientat ion of seii~ @. . .  (~) ~id, coincides with the given one of s%- 
Set rank "rl~k = 2mii~ (k = 1 . . . . .  rq), rank s~it = 2niik (k = 1 . . . . .  dq), n//0 = integer 
part of 1/2 rank G0 and d = integer part of 1/2 rank ~ = £ nij~ 
k=O 
Let  A/j 1 . . . . .  A/jd be the list of real numbers  
0, . . . ,0  a i j l ,  . . . , aq l  aqdi j ,  . . . , aqdi i  
nijo-times' n~,-t imes . . . . .  niid,~-times 
and let I~iit . . . . .  tX~im~, be the list of real numbers  
b i j l  . . . . .  bq l  b~i~q . . . . .  bor~¢ 
m~i~-times " ' "  mi#~ctimes " 
Next  we descr ibe the formal ism of Chern and Pontr jagin roots of Bott[2] and 
Baum-Cheeger [1]  which we use in the statement  of our residue formula.  
Let  /3i~ . . . . .  /3ij-,,~ be such that the uth Chern class of ~7,'jk is the uth e lementary  
symmetr ic  funct ion of those/3~iv having m~j~ +.  • • + m0k_t + 1 --< V --< m,.jl + • • • + mijk. 
Let  a~jj . . . . .  a~ja be such that: 
(i) The uth Chern class of ~0k (k = 1 . . . . .  d0") is the uth e lementary  symmetr ic  
funct ion of those a~iv having n~jt + • • ' + nOk-J + 1 <-- V <- nql + • • • + nOk. 
(ii) I f  ~ij0 #0,  the uth Pontr jagin class of ~0o is the uth e lementary  symmetr ic  
funct ion of a2ijj, • • •, a2~in~io (u = 1, •. • , n~jo) and, if s c is oriented and rank ¢ is even, the 
Euler class of ~q0 is ao~. . ,  aij, ii o. 
Let  qb be a symmetr ic  polynomial  in the indeterminates X~ . . . . .  Xd such that: 
(i) I f  ¢ is or iented and rank of ~: is even, then qb is invariant by an even number  of 
sing changes in the X~. Thus, there exists a polynomial  • such that ~(X~ . . . . .  Xd) = 
~t'(m(X, 2. . . . .  X~ 2) . . . . .  ~_ , (X ,  2 . . . . .  X~2), X,  . . . . .  X~). 
(ii) Otherwise,  • is a symmetr ic  polynomial  of X~ 2 . . . . .  Xa 2. Thus,  there exists a 
polynomial  R* such that 4~(XI . . . . .  Xa) = ~(oq(X~ 2. . . . .  X f )  . . . . .  ~r~(X~ 2 . . . . .  X~2)). 
We define c~(~)~H*(M)  as q'(Pl(sq . . . . .  Pd-~(~:),X(~)) in the case (i) and as 
W(P~(~) . . . . .  Pd(sq) in the case (ii). 
We can state now our main theorem as fol lows: 
(21) THEOREM. I f  dp is homogeneous  o f  degree p = 2q = n - r+  m, then 
g( (~, )~=,  . . . . . .  ) = ~(~)  
j= l  . . . . .  t i 
where ~i  E H2(q-mi~'(F/j) is the component  o f  degree 2(q - mii) o f  the nonhomogeneous  
cohomology  c lass 
(~D(el(Aql + Oli j l )  . . . . .  A i jd  "~ O[.ijd ) 
E2(tz,1 + ~,3  . . . ( tz ,m,  + B~m,j) 
with el = - 1 i f  ~ is or iented, ~iio = 0 and the given or ientat ion o f  ~ii does not  agree with the 
or ientat ion o f  ~i~ deduced f rom its complex  s t ructure ;  o therwise  E~ = 1. 
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~2 = - 1 if the given orientation of ~o does not agree with the orientation deduced from its 
complex structure; otherwise 2 = 1. 
(22) Remark. If m = r, p = 2q = n, M compact oriented, ~: oriented and rank of ¢ is 
even, the above theorem coincides with theorem c of [1] for A = O(h)/2rr, where h is 
any element in the Lie algebra E of G such that expth is dense in G. 
The following example is set up to illustrate the application of our residue formula. 
(23) Example. Let M be a compact connected oriented smooth manifold of 
dimension 4k + 1 and assume that its kth Pontrjagin class Pk(M) does not vanish. 
Further assume that G is a 2K+ 1 -dimensional torus acting smoothly and 
effectively on M (i.e. ax = x for all x E M~a = e). 
In this situation the fixed point set F~ is empty. In fact, assume that x E M is left 
fixed by G and define Nx by Tx(M)= Tx(F~)~)Nx with respect o some G-invariant 
Riemannian metric in M. The induced representation of G in N~ is faithful as a 
consequence of G acting affectively on M. Thus 4k + 1 >i dim N~ t> 2.dim G = 4k + 2 
which is a contradiction. 
However, there exist isotropy subgroups of dimension 2k, because if not, we could 
find a 2-dimensional subtorus of G acting almost freely on M, which contradicts 
Example (13) since we have assumed Pk(M) ~ O. 
Therefore, we may use our residue formula to compute Pk(M). 
Let Tj . . . . .  Ts be the subtori of dimension 2k appearing as l-components of 
isotropy subgroups of the action of G. Observe that dim Fr~ = 1 (i = 1 . . . . .  s), because 
the normal representation f Ti at x EFr ,  is faithful. Thus, the connected components 
F ,  . . . . .  F~,, of Fr~ are submanifolds diffeomorphic to S j. 
Applying Theorem (21) with d~ = (rk(Xt 2 . . . . .  X~k) we have 
pk(M) = c}(rM) = i4k( ( f l i i ) )  
where/3ij E H°(F0) is the component of degree 0 of the nonhomogeneous cohomology 
class 
O'k( ( l~ij I "4- Oliil) 2 . . . . .  ( l~ij2k q- Olii2k ) 2) 
•2(/'Zi# q- [~iil)" • "(Id'ij2k 4- [~ij2k) 
Hence 
O'k ()~ ~jl . . . . .  /~ 2/'2k )
~i j  ~ E2 
[.£ijl. • • [.'~ij2k 
But Oo(h~)= O0 L~j(h,)in Tx(M)= T~(F~j)0~) N~s(x) 
Therefore 
= C2k(Lij(hi)) 
Ixo~ • P.O2k Pf(Lo(hi)) 
where C2k(Lo(hi) ) is the 2kth characteristic coefficient of Lo(hi) and Pf(Lo(hi)) is the 
Pfaffian of Lii(hi) (see [6], Appendix A). 
Orient F~ ssuch that the orientation of Tx(M) is the direct sum of the orientation of 
Tx(Fis) and the orientation of Nij(x) deduced from its complex structure induced by 
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Lij(hi). Hence E2 = 1 and we have 
C2k( Lii( hi) ) 
(24) Dpk(M) = ~ Pf(Lij(hi)) zii 
where z~j is the orientation class of F 0 and D denotes the Poincar6 duality isomor- 
phism. 
§3. A GENERALIZATION OF THE CHERN-WEIL HOMOMORPHISM 
In this section G denotes a compact Lie group (with Lie algebra E) acting 
smoothly from the left on a real vector bundle ~': P ~ ~ B (B connected) and such 
that the action of G on B is trivial. 
The purpose of this section is to define a generalized Chern-Weil homomorphism 
Wh, for each element h in the Lie algebra E of G, which allows us to reformulate our 
residue formula (21) in a form more convenient for the use of de Rham cohomology 
and the theory of connections in its proof. 
We use the following notation: 
(a) F is the typical fibre of ~'. 
(b) SkF is the Lie albegra of skew symmetric endomorphism of F (F is supposed 
to be equipped with a fixed definite positive inner product). Sk* is its dual. 
(c) V Sk~ is the graded symmetric algebra over Sk~. 
Ones has natural graded algebra isomorphisms 
(25) VSk* , S(SkF) ~ P(SkF), 
where S(SkF) is the algebra of symmetric multilinear functions in SkF and P(SkF) is the 
algebra of homogeneous polynomials in SkF. 
The first isomorphism of (25) is induced by the inclusion Sk*~S(SkF)  and the 
second one is given by sending F E Sq(SkF) to the polynomial defined by 
l i~/  , q F(,p) = ~. ~,p . . . .  ~), ~ ~ Sk~. 
(d) (VSk*)t denotes the subalgebra of VSk~ invariant under the adjoint represen- 
tation of SO(F) or O(F) according to ff being oriented or not. Similarly we also have 
S(SkFh and P(SkF)t. 
The isomorphisms (25) restrict o isomorphisms 
(26) 
(VSk*)I ~ S(Skv)I ~ P(SkF)t. 
We identify these three algebras by the above isomorphisms. 
(e) Cr, k = 0 . . . . .  r (r = dim F), denotes the kth characteristic coefficient: 
(27) det(~ + A/d) = ~ Cp(~)kr-P, ¢ E Sk~. 
p=0 
We have Ck = 0 if k is odd. 
It is well known that if either I denotes the invariance with respect o O(F) or r is 
odd, then (VSk*h is the symmetric algebra over the graded subspace spanned by the 
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characteristic coefficients C2, C4 . . . . .  C2m (m =integer part r/2). Thus, if 
Sym (X12 . . . . .  Xm 2) denotes the algebra of symmetric polynomials in XI 2 . . . . .  X,, 2, we 
obtain in this case a graded algebra isomorphism 
(28) 
( VSk*h , Sym (X12 . . . . .  Xm 2) 
by sending C2k to O'k(X~ 2 . . . . .  Xff) k = 1 . . . . .  m. (ok being the kth elementary sym- 
metric polynomial). 
If instead, F has even dimension r = 2m and I denotes the invariance with respect 
to SO(F), then (VSk*h is the symmetric algebra over the graded subspace spanned 
by the characteristic coefficients C2 . . . . .  Cz,,-2 and the Pfaffian P f (degree P[ = m). 
P f is defined by the formula 
4,  A . . .  A 4~ = P I (¢~ . . . . .  ¢m)a 
where ~1 E SkF i=  1 . . . . .  m; ~bi is the skewsymmetric bilinear function given by 
(oi(u, v) = (q~i(u), v) (u, v ~ F), i = 1 . . . . .  m; and A E A2mF is the volume element of F 
corresponding to a fixed orientation of F. 
It is easy to check that p.f2= C2,,. 
If Signsym (Xt . . . . .  Xm) denotes the algebra of symmetric polynomials in 
Xt . . . . .  Xm which are invariant by an even number of sign changes, we obtain in this 
case a graded algebra isomorphism 
(30) 
(VSk*h ~ Signsym(Xl . . . . .  Xm) 
by sending C2k to  O'k(Xl 2 . . . . .  Xm 2) k = 1 . . . . .  m - 1 and Pf to X~ . . .  Xm. 
Our next objective is to define for each element h in the Lie algebra E of G a 
homomorphism 
Wh~: ( VSk*)t ~ H*(B) 
such that Wd coincides with the Chern-Weil homomorphism for h = 0. 
We proceed as follows: 
Observe that the action of G on ff restricts to linear representations ~x in the 
fibres and set 
O(h)(x) = ~'(x)(h). 
Choose a G-invariant Riemannian metric and a G-invariant Riemannian con- 
nection V in ~. This can be done since G is compact. 
(31) We deduced, as in (20), that O(h) is a parallel cross section in the bundle Sk: 
of the skewsymmetric endomorphisms. Thus O(h) 2 diagonalizes and all its eigenvalues 
are nonpositive and constant. 
If F E (VkSk*v)1, define the symmetric multilinear map 
F: Sec Sk~ x . k. . xSec Sk: ~ S(B) 
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by 
F(r~ . . . . .  ~'D(x) = F(~I';~.~'~(x).q'ox, -~ . . . .  ~t',~.~,k(x )YI'ax) 
where (U~, ~)  is a chart of ~" such that x @ U~, belonging to the Riemannian structure 
of ~" if ~" is not oriented and to the oriented Riemannian structure of ~ if ~" is oriented. 
The definition is correct because if x ~ Ua and (U ,~)  is in the local decom- 
position of zr, with transition functions g~ taking values either in SO(F)  (if ~" is 
oriented) or in O(F)  (if ~" is not oriented). Then we have 
~x = ~ ° g~a(x) 
and now we use the invariance of F. 
Next, we define 
r:  A(B;  Sk:)x.  k.. xA(B ;  Sk~)~A(B)~ 
where A(B;  Sk~)= E A~(B: Skc), by 
p>-O 
F(qq . . . . .  ~k)(X1 . . . . .  X,,) 
1 
~(a)F(~I'j(Xol,.. X~p), ~t'~( X~r,)) 
Pl! . . . Pk! ,~ ,~ . . . . . . . . . .  
where ~i ~ A pi (B; Sk~) i = 1 . . . . .  k; X~ are smooth vector fields of B and Pl +" • • + 
Pk ----m. 
We extend F to nonhomogeneous forms by multilinearity. 
Let R be the curvature of V, R E A2(B; Sk~), and set 
(32) F(R + O(h)) = ( I /k!)F(R + O(h),. k. . , R + O(h)) 
k p k-p 
= ~, ( l /p ! (k -p ) ! )  F(.R . . . . .  R, O(h) . . . . .  O(h)). 
p=O 
Observe that F(R + O(h)) is a nonhomogeneous form with homogeneous com- 
ponents of even degree. 
The form F(R + O(h)) is closed as a result of Bianchi's identity and the relation 
V0(h) = 0. 
(33) Definition. If F E (VkSk*h we define Wh¢(F) as the nonhomogeneous de Rham 
cohomology class represented by ((--1)k/(2w)k) •F(R + O(h)). 
Thus, we obtain a homomorphism 
WhC: ( VSk*h  ~ H*(B) .  
(34) Remarks. (a) Wh ~ does not depend on the choice of the G-invariant Rieman- 
nian metric and connection. This can be proved easily by a similar argument o the 
one used to show the independence of the Chern-Weii homomorphism on the choice 
of connection (see [6], Theorem 3, p. 391). 
(b) If O(h)= 0, in particular if h = 0, Wh: is the Chern-Weii homomorphism of ~', 
denoted then by w c. Hence, w~(C2k) = Pk(~) k = 1 . . . . .  m (m = integer part of 1/2 r), 
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where Pk(()E H4k(B) denotes the kth Pontrjagin class of ~'; and if ~" is oriented and 
r = 2m w~(Pf) = X(~'), where X(~') ~ H'(B)  denotes the Euler class of ~'. 
(c) wh~(F) is invertible if and only if the real number F(0(h)) is different from 
zero. In particular, Wh:(Pf) is invertible if and only if O(h) is an isomorphism. 
Next, we wish to express the homomorphism Wh: in terms of the formal Pontrjagin 
and Chern roots as defined by Baum-Cheeger [1] and Bott [2]. 
Let al . . . . .  ad be positive real numbers such that -4"n-2ak 2 (k = 1 . . . . .  d) are the 
nonzero eigenvalues of 0(h) 2. 
We have a direct sum decomposition ~"= ~ ~.k where ~-k is the subbundle having as 
k=0 
fibre over x ~ B the eigenvectorspace orresponding to the eigenvalue --4"n'2ak 2 (k = 
l . . . . .  d) and s r° = Ker O(h). 
The endomorphism (1/(2Zrqk))" O(h) of ~-k defines a complex structures in ~.k (k = 
1 . . . . .  d). Set rank ~.k = 2 mk (k  = 1 . . . . .  d )  rank ~.0 = r0 and m0 = integer part of 1/2r0. 
Endow ~-k (k = 1 . . . . .  d) with the natural orientation deduced from its complex 
structure (i.e. Pf  ((1/2rrak) O(h)) > 0) and, if ~" is oriented and ~.0 ~ 0, orient ~ such that 
the orientation in s r° G"  " • G(  d coincides with the given one on ~'. 
Let/xl  . . . . .  tZm be the list of real numbers 
0, . . . ,0  a l , . . . , a l  ad, . . . ,ad  
mo-times' mrt imes . . . . .  md-times" 
We distinguish now two cases: 
Case 1. Either ~" is not oriented or ~ is oriented and rank of ~ is odd. Set 
m = integer part of (r/2), r = rank ~'. 
Let al . . . . .  am be such that 
(i) pi(~ O) = ori(al2 . . . . .  a20 ) i = 1 . . . . .  mo where pi(~ O) denotes the ith Pointrjagin 
class of ~o and tri is the ith elementary symmetric function. 
(ii) Ck(~ i) = trk(amo+...+mi_,+ 1 . . . . .  Olmo+.. +m) i = 1 . . . . .  d, k = 1 . . . . .  mi where Ck(~ i) 
denotes the kth Chern class of ~'~. 
Consider the homomorphism 
(35) Sym (XI 2 . . . . .  Xm 2) ~ H*(B) 
given by sending • to qb(/zl + al . . . . .  /xm + am) 
(36) PROPOSITION. The following diagram is commutative 
Wh 
( VSk*)l - -  H*(B) 
o\ / .  
Sym (Xl 2 . . . . .  X~ 2) 
(check (28) and (35) for the unde]ined homomorphism) 
Proof. Let T be the closure of {expth}teR in G. T is a torus and G restricts to 
actions of T on ~" ( i=0 . . . . .  d) leaving the points of B fixed. Thus, we have 
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homomorph isms Wh v (i = 0 . . . . .  d) and the fol lowing relat ions are easily verified: 
w,'(  c f , )  = T. 
qo +. . .+qd=k 
O.,A_qi<_m i 
k=l , . . . ,m 
ork( ( IZ  1 + O '1)  2 . . . . .  (/-Lm -~- 0"m)  2) : 
qo +. . .+qd=k 
O<_qi <-mi 
But 
. . .  w~ (C~,) 
Orq0((iU, 1 "a t- 0"1)2 ,  . . . , (~U~m 0 -1- 0"m0)2)  . . . Orqd( . . . .  (I-£m -]- 0"m)2) .  
. .  2 Wh~°(C~o) = Pq0(s r°) = trq0(al 2, -, am0). 
Thus,  we finish the proof  by using Lemma (39) below. 
Case.2. ~ oriented and rank ~" = 2m, and so ro = 2mo. 
Let  al . . . . .  am be such that 
(i) ei(~ O) = tri(al 2 . . . . .  a2m0 ) i= l  . . . . .  m0-1  
X(~ °) = a l . . .  '~o 
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(ii) Ck(~ i) : Ork(0"mo+.. .+mi_l+l  . . . . .  0"too+...+ra i) 
i= l  . . . . .  di k=l  . . . . .  mi. 
Consider the homomorph ism 
(37) S ignSym (X1 . . . . .  X,,) --> H*(B)  
given by sending qb to ~(~1+al . . . . .  ~.£m+0"m) if ~°#0 and to ~(e(~l+al), tz~+ 
a2 . . . . .  /~  + a,~) if ~,0 = 0, where e = 1 or -1  according to the or ientat ion of ~" agreeing 
or not with the or ientat ion of ~,1 Q . . .  @ ~ra coming f rom its complex structure. 
(38) PROPOSITION. The following diagram is commutative 
wh; 
( VSk*h H*(B)  
Signsym (Xl . . . . .  X,,). 
(Check (30) and (37) for the undefined homomorph isms. )  
Proof. It is similar to the proof  of (36). 
(39) LEMMA. Let ~ be a complex vector bundle of (complex) rank m and consider 
the automorphism of ~: v -o 27riav. 
Let al . . . . .  a~ be such that 
ck(~) = ~rk(al . . . . .  a,,) k = 1 . . . . .  m. 
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Then, if V is a complex linear connection in ~ with curvature R, C2k((R]27r) + i a id )  
represents trk((a + ai) 2 . . . . .  (a + a,,) 2 k = 1 . . . . .  m - 1 and Pf((R/27r) + i aid.) 
represents (a + aO . . . (a + am). 
Proof. We may restrict ourselves to consider the case of s r being a complex line 
bundle with Euler class a (by the splitting principle). We must show then that 
C2((R/27r) + i a id. )  represents (a + a) 2 = a 2 + 2aa + a 2. 
But C2((R[27r) + i a id) = a2 + aC2((R/27r), i) + C2(R/2w) and clearly C2(R/27r) 
represents pl(s r) = a 2 and 1/2 C2((R/27r), i) represents a. 
Propositions (36) and (38) yield the following reformulation of our residue formula 
(21): 
(40) THEOREM. I f  Ot = w~(F) for  F E ( VqSk*)1 (H  denotes the typical fibre of  ~), then 
ip((f l i j ) i= l . . . . . .  ) = a (p  = 2q  = n - r+  m)  
j= l  . . . . .  t i 
where fl~ @ H2q-2mii(Fii) is given by the component of degree 2(q -  m~j) of the non- 
homogeneous class 
§4. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM 
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem (40), and hence of Theorem (21). 
We retain the notation of §2. 
Choose a basis kl . . . . .  k,-m of Er. The vector fields Xk. . . . . .  Xkr_m are linearly 
independent on M, because kx is finite for all x E M. 
We also have that Xho, Xk~ . . . . .  Xk,_m are linearly independent on M - A .  In fact, if 
r -m r -m 
we had Xho(X)= ~ Aixk~(x) for xCM-A,  then ho = Y, A~ki +h with hEEx=L ie  
i= l  i= l  
algebra of Gx. 
Therefore xpth0 E K.G~ C G, because dim Gx < m and this contradicts that expth0 
# 
is dense in G. 
Define now a G-invariant linear connection V on ~:[M-A such that Vxk, = O(ki) 
i = 1 . . . . .  r - m and Vxh0 = O(ho).  
In particular i (Xk) R = 0 j = 1 . . . . .  r -  m, i(Xho)R = 0 where R is the curvature of 
V (see, 8). 
Observe also that Vxh0 = O(hi) i = 1 . . . . .  s because hi ~ EK + (ho). 
Suppose now that we can find G-invariant linear connections Vii on ~lv~ such that 
(V;i)xh = O(h) for all h ~ Er  and (Vij)Xh, = O(h~) outside some closed G-neighbourhood 
C~ of F 0 in M with C 0 C U~j. In particular (V~j)xh0 = O(ho) in U~j - C 0. 
Let ((A/i) , A) be a G-invariant partition of unity subordinate to the open 
i= |  . . . . .  s 
j= l  . . . . .  t i 
covering ((U0.)~,j, M-  UCii) and define the G-invariant linear connection on ~: 
t, 1 
q 
We have Vxh = O(h) for all h E Ek and Vxho = O(ho) in M-  UCii. 
I, I 
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Therefore, we deduce from (8) that i(Xh)R = 0 in M for all h ~ Ek and i(Xho)R = 0 
in M-  UC~j, where/~ denotes the curvature of V. 
t,I 
In particular F(/~) (see, 32) vanishes in M-  UC o. 
ij 
We also have i(Xh)R~ i = 0 in Uij for all h E Ek and i(Xho)Ro = 0 in U,-i - C 0, where 
R~i denotes the curvature of V 0. Thus, F(R 0) vanishes in Uii-  C~j. 
But V = V~i on C o, hence/~ = Rii on Cir. Consequently F(/~) and F(Rij) coincide on 
u,. 
Thus, to finish the proof of Theorem (40) we must construct G-invariant linear 
connections Vii on ~:lv, such that (V0)x , = O(h) for all h ~ EK, (V0)x,, = O(h~) outside a 
closed neighbourhood Cii of F 0- in U 0- and such that [(-1)~/(2zr)~]~:~ F(R 0) represents 
the component of degree 2 (q -  m~) of the non-homogeneous class W~i(F)/W~IffP[). 
(41) Construction of Vi~. We fix now a particular (i,j). To simplify notation we 
~r ~r 
denote the bund les  ~luij:7"r-l(Uij) -------~ Ui] and rlii:U o > Fij simply by ~:: N ~M 
P 
and r/: M ~ B respectively. The subtorus T~ of G will be denoted now by T and hi 
by h0. The rank 2m 0 of ~/0 will be called 2k. We retain the rest of the notation. 
Denote also the restriction of ~ to B by ~'. 
Construct G-Riemannian bundle metrics g~ and g~ in 77, ~" respectively and 
G-Riemannian connections V", V ~ in 7, ~'. 
We can find a G-invariant strong bundle isomorphism 
,p : p* (~ ' )  , 
such that if p*(~) and ~= are restricted to B, then ~ reduces to the identity. 
Endow ~ with a G-Riemannian metric ge and a G-Riemannian connection Ve such 
that ~p is a connection preserving isometry, once we put the metric p*(g~) and 
connection p*(V ~) on P*(O. 
Denote by R ~, R e the curvatures of V ~, V e respectively. 
It is clear that 
(42) R e is the pull-back of R ~. 
Define Xv(M) as the vertical vector fields on M, where we say that X is vertical if 
(dpL(X(z)) = 0 for all z E M. 
It follows from (42) that 
(43) i(Z)R e = 0 for all Z E Xv(M). 
In particular, since Xh E Xv(M) for all h E Er, we deduce from (43) 
(44) i(Xh)R e = 0 for all h E Er. 
Define S(h) = Oe(h) - V~h for h E E. Then S(h) E Sec Sk e and S(h) is G-invariant. 
Moreover 
(45) Ve(S(h)) = i(Xh)R e (by Lemma 9) 
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In particular, we deduce from (43) and (44) 
(46) V~(S(h)) = 0 for all h ~ ET; i.e. S(h) is a parallel cross section of Sk e 
Restricting to B to deduce 
(47) O~(h)lB = O~(h) is a G-invariant parallel cross section of Sk: for all h ~ ET. 
The pullback of O;(h) to Sk~ will thus be the unique parallel cross section 
extending O:(h), whence 
(48) S(h) is the pull-back of Oc(h) for all h E Er. 
Endow M with the G-Riemannian metric ( ) ,  constructed as follows: 
Choose a G-Riemannian metric gB on B and consider rB={XhlhEEK}~)TIB, 
where {Xhlh E Er} denotes the subbundle generated by the vector fields Xh for all 
h~EK.  
Define a G-_Riemannian connection V in T/by Vxh = O(h) for h E EK and Vx = Vx~ 
if X E Sec ~B. 
Consider next the G-equivariant strong bundle isomorphism 
given by 
m(v®~)= 3,z(v)O)a,~(~) (x - -pz ,  zcM)  
where v E TxB, p~ = x, yz is the horizontal map associated to V (see [6], VII, p. 335] 
and to~: p-l(x) ~VzM is given by the composition (dj~)~oAz, where Az: 
p ~(x) > Tz(p-~(x)) is the canonical identification and j~" p-~(x) > M is the in- 
clusion. 
Then (,) is the G-Riemannian metric on M obtained via /z from the G- 
Riemannian bundle metric p*(ga@g") on p*(TBC~)~/). 
NOW we show that Xh(Z) is precisely the horizontal lifting of Xh(X) (X = pz) for all 
zEM.  
In fact, choose or E Sec -q such that ~r(expth.x) = expth.z for small t's. 
By definition of y~ we have 
w(Zh(x))  = (&r)x(Zh(x)) - a,AV~h.)~r). 
But Vzhtx)cr = O(h)tr = 0 and (dtr)x(Zh(x)) = Zh(Z). 
Hence 3'z(Zh(X)) = Zh(Z). 
In particular, Xh(h C EK) are perpendicular to the fibres of 7/ and hence to Xh0. 
Write ~M ={Xhlh E EK}@~IM (with respect to the metric ( , ) )  and define a G- 
invariant Riemannian connection (7~ on s c by (7~q _-O(h) for all h ~ EK, Vx ~ = Vx ~ if 
X ~ Sec r/M (in particular (7~h0 = V~h0). 
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Therefore S(ho) = Odho)- fTxho = Odho)- V.~h o= S(ho). In particular 
parallel and it is easy to deduce from (8) and (44) that 
S ( ho) 
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is ~-  
(49) i(Xh)R ~ = 0 for all h E E. 
Denote by ~r; the connection on ~" induced by Ve. Then ~7: is G-Riemannian (with 
respect o g;, but does not coincide in general with V ;. 
It is easy to see that V~ is the pull-back of V: by ¢. In particular/~e is the pull-back 
o f /~.  
Let [: R ~ [0, 1] be a real smooth function such that f(t)  = 1 for t >- 1/2 and f(t)  = 0 
for t -< 1/3. 
Define p E S(M) by p(z) =/(]zl) (lz[ denotes the norm of z E M with respect to the 
bundle metric gD. It is clear that p is G-invariant. 
Define to ~ A~(M) by 
to(x) - {x~, X~o)' X E X(M), ~:/= M - B. 
to is a G-invariant 1-form on ~3/such that i(Xho)to = 1 and i(Xh) = 0 for all h E Er. 
In particular dto is also G-invariant and i(Xho) dto = 0, i(Xh) dto = 0 for h E Er. 
Then, pto E At(M) is a G-invariant 1-form vanishing on [z [ -  1/3 and coinciding 
with to on Iz[-> 1/2. 
Define the linear connection V~ on ~ by: 
(50) f7 ~ = f7 ~ + (p.to) (~ S(ho). 
It is easy to see that pc is a G-Riemannian connection (with respect o g~) and its 
curvature is given by 
(51) /~ =/~ + d(p.to) Q S(ho). 
In particular we deduce from the properties of to that 
(52) { i(Xh)I~ ~ = 0 for all h E Er 
i(Xho)R ~ = -- dp ® S(ho). 
Observe that the sum ~ (d(pto)) ~is finite and 
i=0 
(d(pto)) i 1 - d(pto)) = 1 
= 
Hence, it makes sense to write (1 -d(pto))  -1. 
If F E (VqSk*)1, we have the formula 
(53) F(/~ ¢) ^  (1 -d(pto))  -I = ~, [p*(F(/~ ¢+ O¢(ho))) a (1 --d(pto))-l]2~ 
j>-q 
as can be obtained by straightforward calculation ([ ]2j denotes the component of 
degree 2j). 
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We can repeat all the above arguments for the bundle p*(r/) instead of s c. Thus we 
obtain curvatures/~P*t') and/~p*tn) which we write s imply/~, R. 
Now (53) applied to F = Pf E (VkSk~)so~F)is written as follows: 
(54) Pf(R) A (1 -- d(pto))-' = ~ [p*(Pf(R" + O,(ho))) ^ (1 - d(pto))-llEj. 
i>_k 
Multiplying both sides of (54) by p.to and applying j* (where j: Ms~M is the 
inclusion and Ms is the total space of the sphere bundle of ~) we obtain 
(55) j*(Pf(R)) A to A (1 -- dto)-' = ~ [p*(Pf(I~" + On(h0))) ^  to A (1 -- dto)-l]2j-+,. 
i>_m 
We construct now • E A2ra-I(Ms) which is G-invariant and such that 
(56) ~j*(PI(I~)) = dO 
[ i(Xho)O : 0 
(see [6], Chap. X). 
Then, from (55) and (56) we deduce 
(57) sdO A to A (1 -- d to )  -1 = f$ p~(Pf(R~ +0, ; (h0) ) )  ^  to ^ (1 - dto) -1 
- fs [P*(Pf(I~¢ + 0,(h0))) ^  to^ (I - -  d to ) -1 ]2k_ l  . 
t "  
But ,  since i(Xho)O = 0 and i(Xho) dO = 0, we deduce that J- • A (dto + (dto) 2 +" • ") = 0. 
In fact, Xho is tangent to the fibres of M and tangent to Ms. Therefore  the retrench- 
ment of • ^ (dto + (dto)2+ • • .) to any fibre is zero (see [5,7.12]). 
We can write than 
sdO A to A (1 - do,) -~ = ~s d(O A to A (1 -- dto) -l) 
fs O ^ (dto + (dto)2 +""  ") = d(~s O A to ^  (1 -- dto)-l)" 
Therefore,  we deduce from (57) and ([5], Proposit ion IX, Chap. VII) 
d(fs O A to A (1-dto)- l )= pf(R~ + O,~(ho)) A fs to A (1-dto)-I 
- Pf(O~(ho))A [~s to A (1 -  dto)-l] = Pf(R'+On(ho))^ fstoA (1 -d to )  -l 
0 
- Pf(O,(ho)) A fS toto (dto)k-l" 
Later we prove a lemma (Lemma 62) that implies the relation 
]~s (--2~r)k tO A (dto) k-I = Pf(O,(ho))" 
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Hence we can write 
d (~ s tI~ A to A (1 -d to )  -1= Pf(l~n+ 0~(h0))A ~stOA (1-dto)  -I --(--217") k. 
Thus we obtain in cohomoiogy 
(58) W'~o(Pf) . I~s tO A (l -dto)-I ] = l 
where [ ] means now the cohomology class 
Suppose now that F E (VqSk*h with 2q = n - r + m. We deduce from (53) and the 
obvious equality (1 -d(pw))  -~ = 1 + d(pto 6 (1 -d(pw))  -I) the following relation 
(59) fF r(R') + fF d(r(/~') ^  p~ A (1 -d ( l -  d(pw))-' 
= ~ fF [d(p*(r(/~' + O((ho))) A pro ^  (I -- d(pto))-')]2j 
+ ~ fv [P*(r(/~ + 0((ho)))]Ej. 
i~-q 
But Y, [p*(F(/~ ~ + 0c(h0)))]2j- = F(/~ e) = 0 (by (49)). 
i->q 
Hence we deduce from (59) that 
(60) %Fr(R')+ d(~FF(R') A pto A (l -d(pto))-' )
= j~ ~ [d(p*(r(~: + 0~(h0))) p^,o A (1 - d(pw))-l]2j. 
We also have 
(61) ~F d(p*(F(/~ + Oc(ho))) Apro A (1 -- d(pto)) -1) 
=~ d(p*(F(/~  + O:(ho))) A pro A (l --d(pto)) -I) 
where D is the disc-bundle of radius 1. 
Now, using Stokes theorem, we deduce from (61) 
~F d(p*(F(/~  + Oc(ho))) ^ pw A (1 -- d(pw)) -l 
= d(~ ° p*(r(/~' + O:(ho)))AptoA(1- d(pto))-')+ ~s p*(r(R'+O,(ho)))AtoA(l-dto) -1 
= d(~s p*(r(/~, + O,(ho)))AptoA(l- d(pto))-' + r(/~' + 0,(ho))A ~StOA ( l -  dto)-'. 
Finally, we deduce from (60), using the above relation and (58) that 
~' [ W~o (r) 1 (-1)~ F(/~ e) represents ~.. [~ Jz ( j -k )  (27r) q i--q 
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(2~') q~F F(/~) represents L~J2(q -k~ 
W o(r) ] 
[ ~) J2 ( / -k )  = 0 for j > k. 
To complete the proof of our main theorem (Theorem 40) it remains only to be 
proved the following lemma 
(62) LEMMA. Let F be an oriented Euclidean space of dimension 2k and 3": F ~ F a 
skew linear automorphism. Let X be the vector field on F given by X(z )  = y(z). Let to 
be any one form on/~ = F-{0} such that i(X)to =-1  and i (X)dto =0.  
Then 
fs - (--27r)k 2k-~ tO A (do)) k-t pf(3") 
where S 2k-~ is the sphere of radius 1 in F and Pf(3") is the Pfaflian of 3'. In particular it 
is independent of to. 
Proof. (a) We show first independence of to. 
Assume that we have to', to E A~(F) such that 
i(X)tO' = i(X)tO = -1 and i (X) dto' = i (X) do) = O. 
Define 0 = to ' -  tO; then i(X)O = O, i (X) dtO = O. 
We can write for k - 2 (the case k = 1 is clear): 
k=l 
(dtO') k-t -(dtO) k-1 = d~,  where • = ~ (k - l ) (d tO)k - j - I  A (dto) j-I A 0. 
j=l / 
Observe that i (X )~ = 0. It follows that 
to' A (dto ' )  k-I - to A (do) )  k-I = -d(tO ^  xI t) +dtO A ~ + 0 A (dtO' )  k- l .  
Now, X is tangent to S 2k-~ and nowhere zero there (because 3" is a skew 
automorphism). Since dtO ^  qt + 0 A (dto ' )  k-! is a (2k -  1) form and i (X) (do) A • + 
0 A (do) ' )  k- t )  = 0,  it follows that dto ^  • + 0 A (dto ' )  k-l  restricts to zero on S 2k-l. 
Hence (using Stokes' theorem) 
fsEk-' tO'A(dto')k-l=fs2k-, tO A (dto)k-I" 
(b) Choose to(z; v) = [3'(z)[ -2. g(z, 3"(v)) = -IX(x)[Eg(X(z), v), where g denotes the 
Euclidean metric on F. 
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We have i (X)to = -1  and i(Z)to = 0 where Z is the radial vector field (Z(z)  = z, for 
all z E F).  
We show later that i (X )dto  = O. 
Define a ~ Az(P ") by a(z ;  u, v) = ly(z)l-2.g(v(u), v). 
Clearly i (Z)a  =- to .  
Let V be the (flat) Levi -C iv i ta  connect ion in F. Then 
a(Y , ,  Y2) = Ixl-Z.g(%,x, Y9 
as can be checked easily. 
We also have, by straightforward computat ion,  
d to= -2 (a  + to ^  i (X )a) .  
In particular we deduce now that i(X)(dto) = 0. 
We also get then 
to ^  (dto) k-1 = (--2)k-lto ^  a k-l. 
But iCZ)(a k) = k ( i (Z )a )  ^  a k-t and i (Z)a  = -to. 
Therefore i(Z)(e~ k) = -k to  ^  a k-m. 
Consequent ly  to ^  (dto) k-1 = (--(--2)k-l/k). i(Z)(ak). 
But, by definition of the Pfaffian, 
am(z) = k! P[( y)Iy(Z)I-2k A(z) 
where A is the positive normed determinant funct ion in F. 
Therefore,  setting fl = i(Z)A we find 
to ^  (dto)k-t = --(--2)k-t(k -- 1)![y(Z)l-Ekp[(y)fL 
Now since i (X )  dto = 0, (dto) k = 0, to ^  (do.)) k-l is a closed form in ~'. Therefore by 
Stokes'  theorem 
fS tO A (dto)  k-I = fE tO A (dto)  k-I 
2k-1  
where E is the ellipsoid At2Xl2+ • "+ 2 2 • A k X2k_ 1 + Ak2X2 k = 1. At . . . . .  Ak being the 
eigenvalues of y2. 
Consequent ly  we obtain (since y (z )= l on E) 
fs to ^  (dto) k-I = --(--2)k-l(k -- 1)!Pf(y) L ~" 
2k I 
t 
Define now the orientation preserving dif feomorphism S 2k-1 , E by 
f (Xx  . . . . .  X2D = (A~-lXi, AI-'X2 . . . . .  Ak-lX2k-. A~-lX2D. 
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(see [5], p. 166). 
Hence  we conc lude  
~s - ( -2~r )k  2k-, oJ A (doJ) k-l p f (y )  . 
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